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We see liquidity in Asian USD Bonds improving 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The main difference is that bank inventories in the US and Europe 
have fallen due to increased regulatory constraints post Global 
Financial Crisis. Though a lot of western banks pulled back from Asia 
following the global financial crisis, they have been replaced by 
regional and local institutions and a rapidly developing Asian USD 
bond market. So, I would say that liquidity is improving in Asia. 

By way of illustration, from 2015 to 2016 we have seen a 20% 
increase in the number of our cash trading counterparty lines. In 
2011 we had cash trading relationships with 20-25 brokers active in 
Asian bonds and now we have over 50. Market trading activity has 
increased as the average number of quotes we receive for 
investment grade names is up 60% year on year and for sub-
investment grade names is up by 100%. The depth of the market has 
improved markedly as we have seen firms able to trade in size 
increase - from 10 on average in 2015 to 18 today.  

Q1: How do liquidity conditions look in Asia currently and how do 
they differ from those in US and Europe? 

Martin Brennan 

Head of Risk Control 

 

Q & A June 2016 

Q2: Have you seen significant changes in bid-offer spreads over the 
past few years, especially since 2H2015? 

It is worth bearing in mind that bid offer spreads do vary quite a lot 
over time and market conditions. However, our proprietary liquidity 
tracking algorithm shows that bid offer spreads from Q1 2015 to Q2 
2016 have tightened.  For example single A rated USD bonds and 
above have tightened by 41.6%, BBB- by 10.6% and BB+ below by 
7.1%.  Though this is a single comparison it does speak to the rather 
active secondary market in Asia. 

 
Q3: How do you calculate liquidity? How do you ensure that the estimates are appropriate for your 
liquidity monitoring? 

We have developed our own proprietary models to monitor liquidity and risk. The models take 
account of bid/offer volatility, position size, price momentum, spreads and other variables. The 
models produce daily liquidity estimates that are calibrated against external, independent liquidity 
assessments. In short, we estimate the time required to liquidate any given position and portfolio. The 
Risk Control team cross checks this data with input of our traders and data from third party providers. 
I think we have a fairly accurate and robust measure on the liquidity of the portfolio and in the 
market. 

 

“I would say that liquidity is improving 

in Asia” 
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ABOUT DOUBLE HAVEN 

Double Haven is one of the largest independently owned and institutionally managed alternative credit 
specialist firms in Asia.  Our long track record of investment in Asian credit, with a core team of 
investment professionals, makes us unique in Asia. Since 2002, the core team has delivered excess 
returns above peers with less volatility, providing superior risk adjusted returns.  The team’s depth of 
Asian credit investment experience is significant, spanning the last three decades across all types of 
Asian credit instruments and market conditions in distressed, private lending, investment grade, high 
yield, derivatives, local currency and convertible bonds.  Double Haven offers funds in both public and 
private credit strategies. 

We carefully monitor liquidity, concentration and gearing. We 
have a number of tools that we use to monitor liquidity 
conditions to ensure that there is no indication that liquidity is 
going to fall away. We also stress test our funds under 
numerous scenarios to understand how our liquidity profile 
will behave. The Risk Control team computes a liquidity runoff 
table – our positions are ordered by liquidity, bid/offer, size, 
and rating and by brokers’ historical volume in each name. All 
of this forms the foundation of a liquidation strategy for when 
markets are stressed – we always know which names we can 
sell, in what order, at what cost, to whom etc.  

Q4: How do you manage liquidity in both normal markets and 
under stressed conditions? 

Q5: Theories and estimates aside, do the models and tools 
work in practice? 

Yes. The Risk Control Team’s models were strenuously tested 
in 2008 GFC and across a wide range of subsequent market 
conditions and scenarios.  

When put to the test in real market conditions, the Risk 
Control Team’s models proved to be very accurate. 
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Q6: What is the outlook for market liquidity in Asia given 
concerns over rate hike in the US? 

Over the last eight years we have seen an increase in the 
importance of Asian regional investors. In 2009 almost half 
the market were European and US investors - today that 
number is 29%, yet the market issuance has grown three fold.  
So the region is much less dependent on foreign inflows and 
outflows.  We call this the “Asiafication” of the Asian USD 
bond market.  US rate rises are likely to have a muted impact 
upon the Asian USD bond market. The Asian USD credit 
market is not really correlated to other USD markets.  For 
example from 2010-2015, the JACI’s daily correlation to UST 
(5-year) and the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index was 0.07 and 
0.11, respectively. 
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Double Haven Capital (Hong Kong) Limited is registered as an investment advisor with the US SEC and as 
a type 9 asset management company with the Hong Kong SFC. 

Learn more about us at  www.double-haven.com 

 

 

Important Notice 

This document is not directed at or intended for distribution to any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any 

jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation or which would 

subject Double Haven Capital (Hong Kong) Limited (the “Company”) to any registration or licensing requirement within such 

jurisdiction.This document does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Any such offer or solicitation 

will be made only by means of a formal Private Placement Memorandum that will be prepared and furnished to prospective investors at a 

later date and supersedes this information in its entirety. 

All opinions and estimates contained herein constitute the Company’s judgment as of publication and do not constitute general or specific 

investment, legal, tax or accounting advice of any kind. An investment in any Double Haven fund should be made only after a prospective 

investor consults with his or her own experts.  

The information contained herein may contain statements that are not purely historical in nature, but are “forward-looking statements”. 

This includes, among other things, projections, forecasts, targets, sample or pro-forma investment structures, portfolio composition and 

investment strategies. These forward-looking statements are based on certain assumptions.  Actual events may differ from those assumed. 

None of the Company or any of its respective affiliates make any representations as to the accuracy of these forward-looking statements 

or that all appropriate assumptions relating thereto have been considered or stated and none of them assumes any duty to update any 

forward-looking statement.  Accordingly, there can be no assurance that estimated returns or projections can be realized, that forward-

looking statements will materialize or that actual results will not be materially lower than those presented. 

In addition, certain financial information is contained herein. While the Company has made reasonable efforts to include information from 

sources that the Company believes to be reliable, the timeliness, accuracy and completeness of the underlying information, and any 

computations based thereon, cannot be assumed. While the Company has attempted to minimize errors, it has not verified, nor does it 

guarantee or warrant, the accuracy, validity, timeliness, completeness or suitability of such information and data.  The Company has 

provided the information herein as an accommodation to you and the Company is under no obligation to continue providing this 

information in future. 

This document is issued by the Company. 

 

http://www.double-haven.com/

